Universal Push to Unlock Controls

Universal Push to Unlock Controls MC6150/ MC6250 - Perfect for home built or custom projects! Quality stainless steel construction - Teflon lined for smooth operation - Heavy duty strength and long life - *3 maximum travel and 15lb. locking force. Anodized aluminum knobs in red, black, blue or clear - Custom marking available. MC6150 Series - Solid wire available in 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 foot lengths - Maybe cut to length. MC6250 Series - 10-32 threaded end - Available in 4, 6, 8 and 10 foot lengths.

**Wire Clamp Bolts for Cessnas**

Wire clamps are used on solid wire controls including cabin air, mixture control, strainer drain, cabin heat, defrost, flap and many others. Manufactured from heat treated stainless steel for better wear and corrosion resistance.

**Aileron Direct Cables**

This Aileron Direct cables eligible for installation in Cessna 188A and A188A aircraft, serial range 18800573 thru 18800707. This cable has also been added to the cable kit CCKT188-04 188A, A188A 1970-1971 Serial Number 18800573-18800707. P/N 05-40614------------------------$100.75